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1. Introduction

This paper explores the division of labor between syntax and morphology in giving rise
to restrictions on clitic combinations in Barcelonı́ Catalan (‘BC’). Two such restrictions
will be discussed here: the Person Case Constraint (PCC Bonet 1991, 1994), a restric-
tion on clitic combinations containing local-person clitics (§2.1) and what I will be calling
3-3-Effects, restrictions on combinations of third-person clitics (§2.2). One family of ac-
counts treats PCC as a syntactic effect arising from the competition of two goals, the direct
and the indirect object, for agreement with the same probe (e.g. Anagnostopoulou 2003,
Béjar and Rezac 2003, Adger and Harbour 2007). 3-3-Effects on the other hand have been
given morphological analyses (e.g. Perlmutter 1971, Bonet 1995, Pescarini 2005a, Nevins
2007). The empirical core of the paper is the observation that BC repairs third-person
indirect objects (IOs) in PCC-contexts as well as 3-3-Effects by realizing them without
person marking as bare dative case markers. local-person IOs in PCC-contexts cannot be
repaired in this way. Based on this similarity, I argue that both PCC and 3-3-Effects arise
from a common syntactic configuration where the direct object (DO) bleeds person licens-
ing on IO. Whether the absence of person licensing on IO leads to a syntactic crash or a
morphologically impoverished realization depends on IO’s person features.

This picture indicates that third-person features are syntactically present on DO
and IO (unlike what is assumed in Anagnostopoulou 2003), hence their interaction in 3-3-
Effects. Unlike local-person features, however, they do not cause a crash in the syntax when
they fail to be checked. Local- and third-person features differ on how the grammar handles
failure to check them. As a function of this difference, different kinds of PCC violations are
located in different parts of the grammar. PCC violations involving third-person IOs can be
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realized in BC because BC has an exponent for personless IOs. In languages where PCC-
contexts with third-person IOs is ungrammatical (e.g. Spanish), these structures crash at the
PF interface because there is no exponent for the featurally deficient IOs. PCC involving
local-person IOs on the other hand always cause a crash in the syntax.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows, Section 2 introduces the data
from BC and develops the empirical generalization that person marking on DO bleeds
person marking on IO. Section 3 develops an account of the similarities between PCC and
3-3-Effects. Section 4 discusses differences between 3-3-Effects and PCC and extends the
system of person features to account for them. Section 5 shows how the system developed
in §4 handles the absence of morphological 3-3-Effects. Section 6 concludes.

2. Two Kinds of Person Effects

2.1 The Person Case Constraint

The PCC is a ban on first- and second-person clitics or agreement markers in the presence
of indirect object clitics/agreement markers. It comes in two varieties. The Strong PCC
bans local-person DOs in the presence of indirect object clitics of any person, (1).

(1) Strong PCC: If DAT then ACC-3rd. (Bonet 1994, 35)

Only the person specification of DO, but not that of IO, is relevant for the Strong PCC.
There is also a weak variant, (2), that allows local-person DOs as long as IO is also local
person. The Weak PCC then is sensitive to the person specification of both DO and IO.

(2) Weak PCC: If DAT-3rd then ACC-3rd. (Bonet 1994, 41)

In BC, the PCC asserts itself in the impossibility of (3), a combination of a first-person
clitic me and the third-person clitic li. Such banned combinations are possible, however, if
the dative clitic is realized as /i/ instead of /li/, as in (4).

(3) *Me
me.ACC

li
3.DAT

ha
has

recomanat
recommended

la
the

senyora Bofill
Mrs. Bofill

‘Mrs Bofill has recommended me to him/her.’ (Bonet 1994, 33)

(4) M’
me.ACC

/i/
DAT

ha
has

recomanat
recommended

la
the

senyora Bofill
Mrs. Bofill

‘Mrs Bofill has recommended me to him/her.’ (Bonet 1994, 48)

/i/ will be referred to as the opaque realization of IO, /li/ as the transparent realization.
/i/ is homophonous with the locative clitic in Catalan, and its appearance in PCC contexts
has been analyzed as such (e.g. Bonet 1991, 1994, Rezac 2007), but Bonet (2008) argues
instead that it is the realization of dative case without person. Under this interpretation of
(4), third-person IOs can ‘survive’ PCC by not realizing the person marker.
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This repair is not available when IO is first or second person. Instead, IO is realized
as a strong pronoun with a, (5). Example (5) is ambiguous between an interpretation where
a mi is DO or IO. Put differently, unlike PCC with third-person IOs where repairs can only
target IO, PCC with local-person IOs can be repaired on either DO or IO.

(5) Et
2
van recomanar
recommended.3PL

a
to
mi
me

a. ‘They recommended me to you’
b. ‘They recommended you to me’ (Bonet 1995, 205)

Another noteworthy property of this structure is that strong pronouns like a mi usually
need clitic doubling, except when they are PCC-repairs. No account will be offered for
how strong pronoun repairs work, only for why the relevant structures need repairing, and
why they cannot be repaired in the same way as (4). Example (5) also shows that BC has
the Strong rather than the Weak PCC. Under the formulation in (1) the Strong PCC is only
sensitive to the person specification of DO, yet the different repairs in (4) and (5) show that
BC grammar is sensitive to the person specification on IO.

PR!
NUM:
PER :

"
IO!

DAT:
PER:

" DO!
NUM:
(PER: )

"
Step 2

Step 1

Table 1: PCC in an
Anagnostopoulou-style account.

Accounts of the PCC following Anagnos-
topoulou (2003) derive it from two goals, DO and IO,
competing for the PERson and NUMber features of
one probe (PR) located above IO, as in Table 1. The
accounts also rely on particular assumptions about
-features. All local-person pronouns have syntac-
tically active person features. These features have
to be checked in the syntax, otherwise leading to
a crash. Third person on the other hand is repre-
sented differently on IO and DO. Third-person IOs
are generally assumed to bear person features, but
third-person DOs either bear no person features (Anagnostopoulou 2003), or their person
features can be valued by default as a result of licensing number (Béjar and Rezac 2003).
Valuing the probe’s features happens in two steps. In the first step, the PER-feature AGREEs
with IO, in a second step NUM AGREEs with DO. When DO is third-person, this is suffi-
cient to license it. When it is first or second person, its PER-feature remains unchecked, as
the only available PER-feature has been checked by IO, leading to a crash.

The Catalan data in (4) and (5) raise several questions with respect to this picture.
PCC is assumed to arise from failure to license person features. This fits well with the
observation in (3) that PCC can be survived by not realizing person. Table 1, however,
predicts absence of person licensing in the wrong place, DO instead of IO. Another problem
arises from the treatment of person features. Since third- as well as local-person IOs have
PER, and that feature is always checked, it is not clear why it is the IO that surfaces without
person features, and why third- and local-person IOs are repaired in different ways. There
are two issues then with applying this kind of account to Catalan: a locality issue, relating
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to the locus of repair, and a granularity issue relating to how the grammar distinguishes
between third and local-person IOs.

2.2 3-3-Effects

Co-occurrence restrictions on two third-person pronouns, such as the Spurious se-Effect in
Spanish (Perlmutter 1971), I will call 3-3-Effects. In combinations of third-person DOs and
IOs, the IO is realized as the reflexive/impersonal pronoun se in Spanish. Barcelonı́ Catalan
shows a similar restriction (Bonet 1995). The transparent third-person IO clitic l(z)i cannot
be combined with the third-person DO @l(s), as in (6). This structure is repaired in the
same way as PCC-contexts with third-person IOs: IO is realized opaquely as /i/, without
the person marker /l/.

(6) [. . . ]
[. . . ]

@ls
3.ACC.PL

{*-li/
{*3.DAT/

-i}
DAT}

donaré
will.give(1.st)

demà
tomorrow

‘I will give them him tomorrow.’ (Bonet 1995, 610)

In the context of the syntactic assumptions in §2.1, 3-3-Effects are unexpected, as
third-person DOs are assumed not to have person features, or not to need licensers for
them. 3-3-Effects have received a variety of morphological accounts (e.g. Perlmutter 1971,
Bonet 1995, Pescarini 2005a, Nevins 2007) building on the idea that only one instance
of third-person features can be present in a clitic cluster. Pescarini (2005a) and Nevins
(2007), among others, attribute this restriction to a morphological form of the Obligatory
Contour Principle that bans two instances of the same feature in some domain. Authors
differ on how the offending clusters assume their observed form, often relying on some
form of morphological readjustment at PF.

2.3 A Unified Perspective on Person Effects

DO: IO: Realization
of IO-clitic:

PCC: 1/2 3 DAT
1/2 1/2 (a-pron.)

3-3: 3 3 DAT
3 1/2 DAT+PER

Table 2: Person Effects sum-
mary (‘3’ = third person, ‘1/2’ =
local person).

Table 2 summarizes the relevant combinations of third-
and local-person pronouns and realizations of IO. DO
always surfaces with person marking. In both PCC
and 3-3-Effects, the person features of DO determine
whether IO is realized with or without person features.
Local- as well as third-person DOs cause third-person
IOs to surface without person features. Local-person
DOs in addition restrict the possibility of local-person
IOs, forcing them to be realized as strong pronouns.
Third-person DOs on the other hand do not affect the
realization of local-person IOs. This dependency can be
captured if in both 3-3-Effects and PCC structures the
person probe has access to DO before IO, and the person features on IO only get checked
if they are ones that DO doesn’t have (§3.1 for the relevant assumptions about person
features). Whether or not absence of person checking on IO leads to ungrammaticality
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depends on syntactic and morphological factors. Béjar and Rezac (2003, see discussion
of Table 1) argue that failure to check third-person features does not lead to a crash in the
syntax. Consistent with that assumption, third-person IOs in person effect environments
do not cause a crash, but can be realized without person marking. Local-person features on
the other hand have to be licensed in the syntax, otherwise causing a crash. This explains
the impossibility of an opaque pronoun repair in (5).

Person effects receive a unified syntactic explanation in terms of a syntactic struc-
ture where the person probe first has access to DO allowing it to check features that it can
then no longer check on IO. In the following section, I will provide an implementation of
this idea based on (i) the syntactic structure [IO [PR DO]], (ii) the articulated person probes
of Béjar and Rezac (2009), and (iii) a very direct relation between checking of a syntactic
feature and insertion of a PF exponent for that feature.

3. A Unified Analysis of Person Effects

3.1 Features

On the syntactic side, I adopt the articulated theory of person probes of Béjar and Rezac
(2009) where person probes consist of multiple features that can probe and agree indepen-
dently of each other. Traditional person categories are represented as increasingly larger
sets of privative person features as shown in Table 3 (to be revised in Section 4). The fea-
ture [ ], person, is common to all person categories and on its own represents third person.
[PART(ICIPANT)] is shared by first and second person. [SPEAKER] distinguishes first from
second person. Person probes contain all of these features, and are licensed if at least one
of them is checked. When only a subset of a probe’s features is checked, the remaining
ones keep probing. For the licensing of goals, I adopt Béjar and Rezac’s (2003) assump-
tion that local-person features, [PART] and [SPEAKER], have to be licensed in the syntax
(their Person Licensing Condition, p.55), but that third person, in current terms [ ], does
not need to be licensed, and can remain unchecked in the syntax without causing a crash.
For dative case, I follow much of the previous literature on PCC in assuming that dative is
inherently licensed.

On themorphological side, I followBonet (1991, 1995, 2008, and references therein)
in assuming that BC clitics are morphologically compositional. The transparent dative /l+i/
contains a third-person marker /l/ found in the same form in DO clitics (see (6)), and an
exponent of dative case /i/. I assume that these are exponents of their homologue features

Person: 1st 2nd 3rd

Feature [ ] [ ] [ ]
Specification: [PARTICIPANT] [PARTICIPANT]

[SPEAKER]

Table 3: Feature composition of person probes and goals (Béjar and Rezac 2009, 42).
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in syntax, so that /l+i/ is the realization of [ ]+[DAT]. PF inserts these exponents only when
the relevant features have been checked in the syntax. Adapting the lexical insertion rules
of Bonet (1995, 643) to these assumptions and the feature system in Table 3 gives the rules
in (7).1

(7) Lexical Insertion Rules for Catalan Clitics (to be revised):
a. [SPEAKER], [PARTICIPANT] "# /m/ (first person)
b. [PARTICIPANT] "# /t/ (second person)
c. [ ] "# /l/ (third person)
d. [DATIVE] "# /i/

Since there are no differences in person effects between first and second person, I will
not distinguish them hereafter and refer to them jointly as ‘1/2’ in tables. The system
here predicts a tight correlation between syntactic contexts where goals fail to have person
features checked, and the absence of morphological expression of these features. This
correlation is limited to third person, as local-person features cause a crash in the syntax
when left unchecked.

3.2 Structure

Person effects arise in the same structural configuration that Rezac (2003) and Béjar and
Rezac (2009) argue underlies eccentric agreement constructions in Georgian or Basque.
Eccentric agreement is a configuration where a structurally higher argument (subject/ erga-
tive) only agrees in some feature if a structurally lower one (object/absolutive) doesn’t. Put
differently: the lower argument bleeds the agreement of the higher one. Béjar and Rezac
argue that this arises in a configuration where PR is merged between the two arguments:
[S [PR DO]]. In this configuration, PR AGREEs with DO first, checks all the features it
can against it, and only through the expansion of the phrase marker in later cycles of the
derivation gains access to S to check whichever features are left over after AGREEing with
DO (see Béjar and Rezac 2009, for details on how cyclic expansion can be implemented).
Deriving PCC from the analogous configuration [IO [PR DO]] immediately derives the fact
that the person features of DO are never affected by person effects, and that the expression
of person on IO is dependent on the person specification of DO (see Table 2). An ac-
count of PCC based on the same geometric assumptions but rather different featural ones
is developed in Adger and Harbour (2007).

3.3 Deriving PCC and 3-3-Effects

Taken together, the assumptions from the previous sections provide an account of 3-3-
Effects and the PCC as in Table 4. I start by discussing Table 4b. in the top right corner.
This is the only combination of local- and third-person clitics that surfaces transparently.

1The discussion here is limited to person and case. See Bonet (1995) for a discussion of number and
gender in person effects.
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IO$ \DO 1/2 3

1/2 a.
IO

*
#

$
DAT :

:
PART:

%

&
PR!
:

PART:

" DO!
:

PART:

"
b.

IO#

$
DAT :

:
PART:

%

&

'''(
PF: (7)b
/t/

PR!
:

PART:

" DO
[ : ]'''''(
PF: (7)c
/l/

Step 1

Step 2

*t’ m ha recomanat (comp. (5)) te l’ ha recomanat

3 c.

IO!
DAT:

:

"

'''''(
PF: (7)d
/i/

PR!
:

PART:

" DO!
:

PART:

"

'''(
PF: (7)b
/t/

t’ /i/ ha recomanat (comp. (4))
) *+ ,

d.

IO!
DAT:

:

"

'''(
PF: (7)d
/i/

PR!
:

PART:

" DO
[ : ]'''(
PF: (7)c
/l/

l/i/ ha recomanat (see (6))

PCC 3-3-Effect

Table 4: Licensing person features under cyclic expansion.
PR discharges its features in two steps. When first merged, PR probes the feature of
DO. During later cycles of the derivation, it gains access to the features in IO and in a
second step probes IO’s [PART] feature. The fact that IO’s [ ] feature remains unchecked
is unproblematic, since unchecked [ ] features do not cause crashes in the syntax. When
this structure is interpreted as PF, (7)c inserts the normal third-person marker /l/ for DO and
(7)b inserts the second-person exponent /t/ for IO. The latter is unaffected by the unchecked
[ ] on IO, as (7)b does not refer to [ ].

The PCC is illustrated in the left column. Tree a. shows a combination of local-
person DO and a local-person IO. When PR is first merged, both its [ ] and [PART] features
AGREE with DO, leaving no features to be checked on IO. Since IO has a [PART] feature
that goes unchecked, this structure crashes in the syntax. The situation is different in c.,
where IO is third person. Again, DO checks all the features of PR, but since IO only has
a feature, which doesn’t cause a crash in the syntax when left unchecked, the structure
survives the syntax and is sent off to PF. There, (7)b inserts a second-person clitic for DO.
For IO, only dative case is licensed allowing the insertion of a dative marker by (7)d, but
nothing else. The opaque clitic arises because [ ] can go unlicensed in the syntax and then
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fails to be spelled out at PF.

A similar situation arises with 3-3-Effects, Table 4d. PR’s [ ] feature is checked by
DO, leaving none for IO. Again, IO is left with its [ ] feature unchecked, resulting in the
realization of only dative case at PF.

3.4 Discussion

A combination of cyclic expansion and articulated person probes gives a unified account
of PCC and 3-3-Effects, and their common repair in BC. Differences between local- and
third-person IOs follow from general assumptions about differences between local- and
third-person features.

The resulting system locates PCC in different parts of the grammar depending on
the person specification on IO.When IO is first or second person, its [PART] feature remains
unchecked in the syntax leading to a crash. When IO is third person on the other hand, the
relevant structures are syntactically well formed and BC can spell them out because it has
an exponent for the small amount of structure that is licensed on IO. In Spanish on the
other hand, these structures cannot be spelled out, presumably because Spanish lacks a PF
exponent for just dative case, leading to a crash at PF. The unavailability of sentences like
(4) in Spanish is then the result of differences in the inventory of PF exponents in the two
languages.

Opaque pronouns in BC differ from the repairs in Rezac (2007) or Béjar and Rezac
(2009). Béjar and Rezac argue that some repairs of person effects involve the addition of
probes to check features that would otherwise go unchecked. Opaque pronouns under the
current perspective are not a repair strategy in this sense, but a survival strategy by which
the grammar spells out structures that contain unchecked features. The strong pronoun
repairs in (5) on the other hand are more likely repairs in Béjar and Rezac’s sense.

This architecture seems to make the prediction that the Strong PCC is easier to sur-
vive than the Weak one, contrary to fact. This is because Weak PCC causes a syntactic
crash, while Strong PCC structures are syntactically well formed, and only potentially a
problem for PF. A look at how the Weak PCC could be accounted for in this system shows
that the greater prevalence of Weak PCC is consistent with it. Anagnostopoulou (2003)
argues that weak PCC structures are good because the grammars can allow probes to enter
into multiple AGREE relations thus simultaneously licensing the person features of local-
person IOs and DOs. If adapted to the system here, the more common acceptability of
Weak PCC structures follows. Combinations of local-person DOs and IOs cause a gen-
uinely syntactic problem which grammars can resolve by multiple AGREE in a genuinely
syntactic way. This gives a syntactic solution to a syntactic problem. The possibility to
survive Strong PCC combinations on the other hand is due to a coincidental fact about the
clitic inventory of BC, that it has an exponent for only dative case. There is no expectation
that languages will generally have such an exponent.
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This system moves away from treating person specification on DO and IO differ-
ently and in particular from the assumption that third person has no syntactic represen-
tation. This provides (i) a unified account of PCC and 3-3-Effects, as third person an
local person on DO and IO can interact, (ii) an account the dependence of PCC-repairs
on the person of IO, and (iii) a link between syntactic feature checking and morphologi-
cal realization. Questions arise with respect to the crosslinguistic viability of this picture.
While distinguishing between third- and local-person IOs gives positive results for BC,
restrictions on agreement with nominative objects in Icelandic (e.g. Taraldsen 1995) ar-
gue against such a distinction. In Icelandic, third-person IOs intervene for agreement with
first-person subjects, which is not expected under the feature theory in Table 3. Béjar and
Rezac (2009) use this observation as an argument against the kind of direct correlation be-
tween syntactic -features and morphological realization assumed here. That observation
and the proposal made here are not entirely incompatible though. Béjar and Rezac argue
that languages differ in how articulated their person probes are: just [ ], [ , PART] or [ ,
PART, SPEAKER], depending on the granularity of person hierarchy effects in a particular
language. For Icelandic, they suggest that probes consist only of . The syntactic part of
the current proposal relies on [ ] and [PART], [SPEAKER] being invoked only in the lexical
insertion rules. A possible unifying picture then is that there is a correlation between the
articulation of the syntactic probe, and the directness of the relation between syntax and
morphology. If a language distinguishes between [ ] and [PART] in the syntax, morphol-
ogy might capitalize on that distinction. The assumptions about syntactic licensing made
here further limit the degree to which absence of syntactic licensing can feed absence of
morphological expression. Since local-person features lead to a crash when left unlicensed
in the syntax, local-person clitics are not expected to surface in opaque forms. This expec-
tation is borne out for varieties of Catalan (Bonet 2002) and Italian (Pescarini 2005b). I
leave a further exploration of these questions for future research.

A further question left open by the account in Table 4 is what gives rise to the order
of the clitics. In its current form, the account only predicts the shape of the clitics. Again,
I leave this question for future work.

4. A Difference between PCC and 3-3-Effects

So far the account of PCC and 3-3-Effects is completely parallel, but differences between
the two constructions become visible in contexts of clitic doubling. Catalan generally
allows clitic doubling of indirect objects as in (8). But while /i/ in 3-3-Effect contexts can
be doubled, (9), /i/ in PCC contexts cannot (Bonet 1991, 212), (10).

(8) En
the

Pau
Pau

li
3.DAT

ha
has

presentat
introduced

en
the

Josep
Josep

[a
to
la
the
Maria]
Maria

‘Pau has introduced Josep to Maria’ (Bonet 1991, 212)

doubling
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(9) en
the

Mateu
Mateu

pensa
thinks

que
that

l
3.ACC

i
DAT

vas
was

entregar
handed.2.s

[a
to
la
the
policia]
police

‘Mateoi thinks that you handed him j over to the police.’ (E. Bonet, via e-mail)

(10) *M’
1.ACC

i
DAT

ha presentat
introduced

[a
to
la
the
Maria]
Maria

‘S/he has introduced me to Maria.’ (Bonet 1991, 212)

*

The impossibility of clitic doubling in PCC is at least consistent with the observation with
respect to (5) that clitic doubling of strong pronouns also does not happen when they are
used as PCC repairs. The differences in clitic doubling indicate underlying differences
between PCC and 3-3-Effect contexts. I will argue that these differences arise because
PCC /i/ and 3-3 /i/ are underlyingly different syntactic structures, a weak pronoun vs a
clitic in Cardinaletti and Starke’s (1999) terminology.

Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) observe that the possibility of doubling is constrained
by the size of the pronoun being doubled. Pronouns come in three different sizes: strong
(e.g. a mi in (5)), weak and clitic. Only the smallest ones, clitics, allow doubling. These
are also the only pronouns that induce PCC, meaning that exactly the kind of pronoun
needed for doubling is systematically banned in PCC. Both of these facts can be observed
in Italian where the three sizes of pronouns are morphologically distinct (Cardinaletti and
Starke 1999, 169–170). The different sizes of pronouns differ such that larger pronouns
subsume the structure of the smaller ones which have to compensate for their structural
deficiency by entering into additional licensing relations. In terms of feature checking, this
additional need for licensing means that clitics need to check more features than weak or
strong pronouns. Combining these assumptions with the current proposal about the timing
of checking, one expects IOs in person effect environments to be positions in which dou-
bling might be impossible, as these IOs do not participate in person checking. Against this
backdrop, the difference between PCC and 3-3-Effects in (9) and (10) indicates a greater
featural deficiency on IOs in PCC and 3-3-Effects. Since the general account of person
effects is that DO bleeds person licensing on IO, this contrast should fall out from (i) the
same general mechanism of person checking under cyclic expansion, and (ii) the differ-
ent features of the DOs in PCC and 3-3-Effects. Local-person DOs appear to impact the
licensing of third-person IOs in a way that third-person DOs don’t. To derive this result,
local-person DOs have to share some part of their featural specification with third-person
IOs, but not third-person DOs.

An account that delivers this interaction comes from Adger and Harbour (2007),
who argue that third person is represented in two different ways in the grammar. They
propose that [PART] should be treated as a binary rather than a privative feature. [+PART]
has the same role the privative [PART] had so far. Minor changes to the lexical insertion
rules in (7) shown in (11) accommodate this change.

(11) a. [SPEAKER], [+PART] "# /m/ (first person)
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b. [+PART] "# /t/ (second person)

The crux of their proposal is in the representation of third person. Third person can either
be specified as [%PART], or lack a specification for [±PART]. They suggest that [%PART] is
interpreted as animate. Extending the feature system in Table 3 with a binary [±PART] fea-
ture gives the system in Table 5. The last important part of Adger and Harbour’s account is

Person: 1st 2nd 3rd

Feature [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
[%PART]Specification: [+PART] [+PART]

[SPEAKER]

Table 5: Feature composition of person goals with [±PART].
that third-person IOs are always specified as [%PART]. This is motivated on the observation
that the language they discuss, Southern Tiwa, only allows animate IOs. This reintroduces
an asymmetry between the person specifications of DOs and IOs that has been absent so
far. While DOs are either [ ] or [ , %PART], IOs are always [ , %PART]. Assumptions
about licensing remain as before. Local-person features, [SPEAKER] and [+PART], have to
be checked in the syntax and otherwise cause a crash.

To return to the asymmetry between (9) and (10), I propose that checking [±PART]
on IO is what licenses IO clitics. If [±PART] remains unchecked, only weak pronouns are
possible in IO position. The proposal laid out so far accounts for this asymmetry as in Table
6. For the PCC nothing much changes. DO checks all the features of PR, no person features
are checked on IO. Insertion rule (11)b inserts an exponent for the second person DO, no
person features are checked on IO, hence no person exponent is inserted. Importantly, since
[%PART] remains unchecked on IO, no IO clitics are possible and accordingly no clitic dou-
bling as in (10). For 3-3-Effects, the situation is different. As long as DO is only specified

PCC: 3-IO 1/2-DO. 3-3-Effect: 3-IO 3-DO.

IO#

$
DAT :

:
PART:%

%

&

'''(
PF: (7)d
/i/

PR!
:

PART:+

" DO!
:

PART:+

"

'''(
PF: (11)b

/t/
t’ /i/ ha recomanat

IO#

$
DAT :

:
PART:%

%

&

'''(
PF: (7)d
/i/

PR!
:

PART:%

" DO-
:

.
'''''(

PF: (7)c
/l/

Step 1

Step 2

l’ /i/ ha recomanat

Table 6: PCC and 3-3-Effects in a system with [±PART(ICIPANT)].
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as [ ], the [±PART] feature of the probe remains active after [ ] has been checked on DO.
When PR gains access to IO, it checks that feature on IO. Checking [%PART] on IO allows
IO clitics, and in turn clitic doubling of IO. Insertion works as before. Checking [%PART]
on IO has no morphological reflex because no insertion rule refers to it. This opens a new
perspective on the morphological side of 3-3-Effects as a misalignment between the repre-
sentations of third person in syntax and morphology. Syntax has two ways of representing
third person, [ ] and [%PART], but the morphology of BC only interprets one of them, [ ],
as allowing the insertion of a third-person marker. If morphology also allowed the inser-
tion of a third-person marker for [%PART], the morphological side of 3-3-Effects would
disappear. This will elaborated in Section 5.

To conclude, BC-internal differences between PCC and 3-3-Effects can be ac-
counted for by extending the feature theory to a binary [±PART]. This allows for an account
of the difference between PCC /i/ and 3-3 /i/ in terms of a categorial difference between
clitics and weak pronouns.

5. Absence of 3-3-Effects

The previous section developed an account of differences between 3-3-Effects and PCC in-
ternal to BC. The bigger question however is why 3-3-Effects are crosslinguistically much
less common than PCC. Before showing how the current proposal derives this tendency,
I would like to suggest a different perspective on the crosslinguistic attestation of 3-3 vs
PCC. There are varieties of PCC other than the Weak and the Strong ones (see e.g. Nevins
2007), some of which, like the Me-First PCC (Romanian) or the Super-strong PCC (Clas-
sical Arabic), are only attested in one language each. This shows that there are very in-
frequent instantiations of the otherwise very common PCC. 3-3-Effects are more common
than either of these. They are attested in Spanish and with different kinds of repairs across
a wide variety of Catalan and Italian dialects (see Bonet (2002) and Pescarini (2005b) re-
spectively). 3-3-Effects are another such instance of a person effect that is less commonly
attested.

Catalan: French:

Syntax: PF: Syntax: PF:

[ ] "# /l/ [ ] "# /l/
[%PART] "# [%PART] "# /l/

Table 7: Presence vs absence of mor-
phological 3-3-Effects.

How can 3-3-Effects be absent? In the dis-
cussion of Table 6, I proposed that the morpholog-
ical side of 3-3-Effects arises from a misalignment
between syntax and morphology in the representa-
tion of third person. Syntax has two ways of rep-
resenting third person: [ ] and [%PART]. BC mor-
phology interprets [ ] as an instruction to insert a
third-person marker /l/. [%PART] on the other hand
is not interpreted by PF at all. This is illustrated in
Table 7. If both [ ] and [%PART] are assigned the
same interpretation at PF the absence of [ ]-checking on IO in syntax will have no morpho-
logical effect. For illustration, consider French. French lacks morphological 3-3-Effects,
(12). Both DO and IO third-person pronouns surface in their transparent forms. Applying
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the insertion rules for French in Table 7 to the tree for 3-3-Effects in Table 6 gives that
result.

(12) Philippe
Phillippe

la
3SG.F.ACC

leur
3.PL.DAT

présentera
will.introduce

(,
(
à
to
Marie
Marie

et
and

à
to
Louise
Louise

)
)

‘Phillippe will introduce her to them, Marie and Louise.’ (Postal 1990, 127)

Depending on the inventory of PF exponents, languages express the featural defi-
ciency of IO in 3-3-Effect contexts or not. Only when there is a misalignment between
syntax and PF in the representation of third person do 3-3-Effects have a morphological
effect. The fact that a misalignment between syntax and PF is necessary for 3-3-Effects to
find morphological expression explains why this happens less commonly.

So far only the morphological side of 3-3-Effects has been addressed, but the pro-
posal here makes the larger prediction that 3-3-Effects are generally present in the syn-
tax. One expects to find syntactic restrictions on clitics in 3-3-Effect environments even in
the absence of morphological ones. Bhatt and Šimı́k (2009) present some evidence from
binding showing that this might be the case. Even in languages without morphological
3-3-Effects some forms of binding into clitic clusters are banned. Further investigation
of the facts are necessary, but this is initial indication for wider syntactic implications of
3-3-Effects.

6. Conclusion

PCC and 3-3-Effects receive a unified explanation in terms of DO bleeding person licens-
ing on IO under cyclic expansion. Together with the articulated person probes from Béjar
and Rezac (2009) and a fairly direct relation between syntactic feature checking and lex-
ical insertion this derives the fact that BC repairs PCC and 3-3-Effects in the same way.
Extending this feature system to enrich the representation of third person provides an ac-
count of differences between 3-3-Effects and PCC internal to Catalan and the absence of
3-3-Effects in other languages.
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